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Popular religion of Chinese society in Singapore, which was maily born out of 
civil society in South China, has variation in inheritance and includs the vast and 
complex systems and contents. In 1965, the history of an independent Singapore 
opened a new chapter. Based on daily life, social environment and national 
development, the popular religion has presented some new trends ever since. Temple s 
hardware, religious rites, even temple s functions had changed because of the 
transitions of macro-environment. Lianhe Temples, as a new kind of temple form, 
emerged at this time. So-called Lianhe Temples are the new temples built in the way 
that two or more Chinese temples which have some basis of worshippers, some 
financial capacity and the intention to join hands, jointly apply to relevant government 
departments for thirty years land use. Lianhe Temples are unique in Singapore s 
Chinese popular religion and their emergence stemmed from the scheme advanced by 
the government for solving the settlement problem of the Chinese temples which had 
to move because of expropriation. 
This dissertation researches just on Singapore s Lianhe Temples. From the 
perspective of Religious Sociology, the author tries to present the basic form and 
practical situation of Singapore s Lianhe Temples. Based on this, she discusses the 
form and feature of popular religion of Chinese civil society in Singapore. At last, on 
the basis of the relationship between the popular religion and society and nation, the 
author analyses the functions and significance of Lianhe Temples in contemporary 
community. The author explores Lianhe Temples in Singapore s historical background 
and present condition and her research includes mainly the following aspects:  
Lianhe Temples building shapes, their management, their disciples and deities, their 
social functions, the spring festival ceremonies and their self-orientation. 
Although Singapore s Lianhe Temples are named to be united , but in present 
situation, most of sub-temples belonging to Lianhe Temples are still independent 
entities, which are actually in a state of joint but not united . In view of superficial 
cause, the situation of Lianhe Temples and even the popular religion in Singapore are 
















reaction to social changes , city development and shortage of land resources by the 
modern state. In view of deep reason, they are the inheritance from and development 
of colonial culture of popular religion in Singapore/Malaysian Chinese society, are  
part of the process of religious secularization in modern society, and mostly are the 
reflection of Chinese society s self-adaptation and reconstruction in the change of 
time and space. 
Owing to Singapore s special national situation, Lianhe Temples nearly cannot 
be copied in anywhere else, and that is just why they constitute the lens through which 
we can observe the features of Singapore s Chinese society. At the same time, some 
experiences of Singapore government in managing, supervising and guiding the 
Chinese temples are also worth learning. The significance of this study lies in its 
special perspective on the understanding of Singapore s Chinese society and its trial to 
offer some helpful references for China s management in popular religion.  
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